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DIFFERENT
BECAUSE YOU ARE

A COMPREHENSIVE SOLUTION TO 
POSITION YOU FOR SUCCESS WITH 
PROGRAM OWNERS 

Aerospace and defense manufacturers are different. 
Nobody knows that better than IFS, the recognized 
leader in Aerospace & Defense enterprise asset 
management. Everything you do dovetails closely with 
programs run by your customers, placing unique 
demands on your ability to manage complex projects 
and collaborate on new product development and the 
rest of the asset lifecycle.

IFS gives you the tools to exceed your customers’ 
expectations, helping you win more work and grow 
relationships with tier 1 suppliers, OEMS, systems 
integrators, airlines and government agencies. 

At IFS, we understand how complicated aerospace and 
defense manufacturing really is. It requires software 
with powerful engineer-to-order (ETO), program and 
project management capabilities. IFS caters to all of 
these while satisfying other industry-specific 
requirements in a commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) 
software product.
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MARKET TRENDS
ARE YOU READY 
FOR CHANGE AND 
DISRUPTION?



Independent MRO an end-to-end software solution from IFS

IN-SERVICE SUPPORT COSTS SIX  
TIMES INITIAL SYSTEMS COST  
(US DOD)

THE US MILITARY BUDGET MAY GROW BY 
$54 BILLION, AND OTHER NATO MEMBER 
BUDGETS ARE ALSO INCREASING THEIR 
BUDGETS 1

THREATS MAY EMERGE ANYWHERE IN 
THE WORLD—VOLATILITY, UNCERTAINTY, 
COMPLEXITY AND AMBIGUITY (VUCA) … 
THAT’S THE NEW NORMAL

PERFORMANCE BASED LOGISTICS (PBL) 
CONTRACTS HAVE SAVED US DOD MORE 
THAN $32 BILLION PER YEAR

CAPITAL SPENDING ON THE GLOBAL 
PASSENGER AIR FLEET WILL INCREASE 
BY 30% BY 2021, AND MAINTENANCE, 
REPAIR AND OVERHAUL (MRO) BUDGETS 
ARE SET TO INCREASE 30% BY 2029

DOD AND OTHER CUSTOMERS ARE  
PUSHING SUPPLY CHAIN SECURITY  
REQUIREMENTS ONTO VENDORS 
THROUGH PROGRAMS LIKE THE  
CYBERSECURITY MATURITY MODEL 
CERTIFICATION

MARKETS AND FORCES ARE PUSHING TOWARDS THROUGH-LIFE SUPPORT

SECURITY REQUIREMENTS

1 http://ifs.biz/t74x

INDUSTRY 4.0

https://www.forbes.com/sites/oliverwyman/2018/04/30/airline-cost-of-maintenance-may-rise-just-as-labor-rates-and-fuel-prices-are-also-increasing/#1f900bbef17b
http://ifs.biz/t74x


LOOKING AHEAD

TRANSFORMATIONAL TECHNOLOGIES 
BUILT IN TO PREPARE YOU FOR THE 
FUTURE

IFS business software has proven core capabilities for 
manufacturers in a program-centric aerospace and 
defense contracting environment. We have built in or are 
adding the disruptive technologies you will need to 
transform your operations and challenge larger 
competitors for major programs.

We are recognized for ERP for complex engineer-to-order 
manufacturing as well as asset lifecycle management 
and service management. This gives you what you need 
to satisfy new product development program requirements. 
Maintenance repair and overhaul (MRO), and component 
repair and overhaul are embedded deep in the application 
to support prescriptive maintenance and aftermarket 
service contracts. This makes for accurate performance- 
based logistics (PBL) pricing and administration. 
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AI SCHEDULING

AI user engagement through 
the IFS AURENA BOT 

Streamlined integration of 
data from the IoT through the 
IFS IOT BUSINESS 
CONNECTOR

A firm ROADMAP FOR AI 
across all business processes 
enterprise-wide

FULL TRACEABILITY  
for ITAR control and quality 
management

EMBEDDED DOCUMENT  
MANAGEMENT to control 
access to sensitive 
information with  
FULL DETECTIVE  
AND PREVENTIVE 
CONTROLS

IFS IOT BUSINESS 
CONNECTOR  
for efficient management of 
connected systems and 
devices on an enterprise  
scale 

OPEN ARCHITECTURE  
that can be exposed as APIs 
throughout the application

EVERGREEN 
ARCHITECTURE  
preserves company-specific 
customizations during 
upgrades

EASY TO CONFIGURE  
around new processes, 
routings, and individual 
customer requirements  

BACK OFFICE CRM  
to manage pursuit and 
execution of programs by 
customer requirements

EARNED VALUE  
MANAGEMENT (EVM)  
capabilities customizable for 
customer requirements

CO
NN

ECTED         CONFIGURABLE                                        

 SECURE          INTELLIGENT 
   

   

INTEGRATE INTO THE  
GLOBAL LANDSCAPE

CYBER AND INFORMATION 
ASSURANCE

FLEXIBLE, CHANGEABLE 
DEPLOYMENTS

INTELLIGENT, RESPONSIVE 
BUSINESS



PROJECT-BASED

WHY YOU NEED PBS IN AEROSPACE & 
DEFENSE MANUFACTURING

Many aerospace and defense manufacturers use project 
management software that is either integrated to their 
ERP system or completely separate. IFS offers these 
demanding companies manufacturing ERP software with 
deeply embedded project functionality—a true project- 
based solution (PBS).

Not only can you track discrete projects with sufficient 
detail to meet earned value management (EVM) 
requirements, but you can also:

  Assign any activities, documents, expenses, revenue 
streams or other transactions to a project

  Turn what had been overhead expenses like research 
and development, new product development and 
engineering time into expenses allocated to a specific 
program

  More efficiently manage business development efforts 
for large programs

  Run your entire business or an asset lifecycle as a single 
years-long project 

SOLUTION (PBS)
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HUMAN RESOURCES 
TRAINING, RECRUITMENT, COMPETENCIES & CERTIFICATIONS

TEMPLATES INVOICING
 FIXED PRICE / LUMP SUM
 TIME & MATERIALS 
 MILESTONES
 PERIODIC
 APPLICATIONS

BUDGETS & FORECASTS
 COMMITTED & ACTUAL
 ETC
 EAC
 EARNED VALUE
 BUDGET
 SPREADING (S CURVES)

ESTIMATING

PROJECT PLANNING

RESOURCES

PDMS & CAD

DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT

FINANCE

CRM & SALES CONTRACT
ENQUIRIES, RFQ Ś, BIDS, OPEN CONTRACTS, VERSIONING

RISK ANALYSIS
PLANNING

PROGRESS &  
COST

ENGINEERING

DOCUMENT 
PACKAGES

TIME &  
EXPENSES

PROCUREMENT

PURCHASING
SUPPLIER 
INVOICES

MANUFACTURING

SHOP ORDER
CAPACITY 
PLANNING

INSTALL, CONSTRUCT  
& SERVICE

WORK ORDER SUB CONTRACT

PROJECT



AI EFFICIENCY 

Harness the power of AI in the front and  
back office

 IFS offers intelligent solutions for your back office 
and customer-facing processes, from go-no-go 
through to decommissioning. And IFS leverages the 
latest in natural language processing (NLP) to ensure 
your users have an intuitive approach to using the 
software through the IFS Aurena Bot. This technol- 
ogy will use natural language processing to figure out 
what users are saying in voice or text communi ca- 
tions and translate it into actions in IFS software.

IFS solutions harnesses the internet of things (IoT) 
and AI for predictive inventory replenishment. This 
will help you and your aftermarket service customers 
avoid downtime when possible.
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ON TIME, ON BUDGET 

Exceed customer requirements for  
program manufacturing

A program-based manufacturing environment requires 
speed and accuracy right from the decision to pursue 
the business. The faster and more accurate your pricing 
proposal, the more business you will win with major tier 
one manufacturers and systems integrators. Your ability 
to meet tight deadlines and prove yourself a reliable 
partner will be essential if you want to challenge dom - 
inant players and win programs away from them.

IFS gives you the tools to:

  Price aggressively without losing money on the 
lifecycle of the project

  Turn bids around quickly

  Accept orders you otherwise would have to turn away

  Meet the tight deadlines that are common in major 
programs where projects from multiple vendors are 
highly interdependent

CHAIN OF CUSTODY 

Traceability for quality and regulatory compliance

Aerospace and defense applications require stringent 
quality control, and IFS satisfies this need with 
thorough inventory and non-inventory quality control. 
This functionality is completely embedded in your 
ERP, ensuring a faster and easier approach to 
compliance.

IFS software also easily delivers lot, batch and 
serial traceability all the way through the supply 
chain for:

  Recall support

  DPAS and other flowdowns from primes to  
subs involved in government contracts

  ITAR compliance

  Incept, hours of service and part history 
requirements for MRO and depot repair

  Service, maintenance and overhaul history  
for through-life support contracting
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RELIABILITY 

World class aerospace and defense  
enterprise asset management (EAM)

For more than 10 years, IFS has been rated as the 
number one vendor of Enterprise Asset Management 
(EAM) software, by market share1, for the global 
aerospace and defense sector. Whether you are 
maintaining your own assets or providing in-service 
support or maintenance repair and overhaul (MRO) 
services to your customers, IFS gives you the planned, 
predictive and break-fix maintenance functionality  
you need.

1 ARC Advisory Group, find press release here: ifs.biz/arc
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CHOICE IS GOOD 

In the Cloud, On Premise, License or Subscription

IFS gives you choice. Regardless of how you want to 
pay for IFS software and where you want to run it, we 
have a standard offering for you. 

You can buy IFS software:

  Through subscription pricing that lowers your CAPEX

  Through a perpetual license with support

You can provision IFS software:

  On your own hardware

  On a partner’s hardware as a hosted solution

  Through managed services with IFS

  As part of a software-as-service (SaaS) solution

IFS Managed Cloud is available with optional enhanced 
service controls, to support maintaining compliance to 
meet your International Traffic in Arms Regulations 
(ITAR) obligations. And of course if you feel the need to 
keep your instance of IFS software on your own servers 
for security and privacy purposes, we support your 
choice.

TURN ON A DIME 

Operational Intelligence lets your business make 
rapid course corrections

License IFS’s operational intelligence software to get 
better situational awareness so your business can 
respond to opportunities and threats in near real-time. 
This functionality lets you compare organization-wide 
process execution against key strategic objectives. The 
software can connect to multiple sources of data for 
rapid decision support.

  Make intelligent business process decisions

  Easily and quickly operationalize those decisions in 
your ERP and other execution-level systems

  Outflank your competitors by making course 
corrections faster than they can
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A TRUSTED PARTNER 

Because life after Go Live is what matters

From our products to the type of people we employ,  
IFS is focused on ensuring we are actually helping our 
customers realize their goals.

  The first of these goals is successful go-live on a 
stated scope of work, so IFS software is designed for 
predictable implementation, upgrade, configuration 
and reconfiguration

  IFS treats its proposals as actionable documents 
rather than sales tools. We want to propose a scope 
of service that will meet the identified needs without 
hidden surprises

  IFS employees have been with us an average of 8.7 
years—among the longest in the software industry—
so you get experienced, proven help

All of this has helped IFS achieve customer satisfaction 
ratings in the high 90th percentile.

DATA SECURITY 

Simple, Comprehensive and rock solid approach  
to role-based security

IFS software takes a comprehensive approach to both 
preventive and detective control over who sees and 
interacts with which data. Whether you are handling 
classified information or just confidential unclassified 
information (CUI), your software and the hardware on 
which it is provisioned must be secure to comply with:

  Federal Risk and Authorization  
Management Program (FedRAMP)

  Federal Information Security  
Management Act (FISMA)

  Defense Federal Acquisition  
Regulation Supplement (DFARS)

  International Traffic in Arms  
Regulations (ITAR)

  EU cooperation on security and defense

IFS software is secure and can be provisioned with 
Azure.gov as a FEDRAMP-certifiable solution.
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WHY IFS
FOR A&D 
MANUFACTURING?

BIG ENOUGH  
TO DELIVER,  

AGILE ENOUGH  
TO RESPOND.

NAMED LEADING 
PROVIDER OF EAM SOLUTIONS 
FOR OVER 10 YEARS BY ARC

THE WORLD LEADER

IN A&D

SENIOR EXECUTIVES 
EXPERIENCED IN A&D  
WITH INDUSTRY BACKGROUNDS

TRUSTED THROUGH 

LIFE PARTNER

UNRIVALLED UNDER- 
STANDING OF MARKET  
ISSUES. OPTIMIZE THE ASSET 
THROUGHOUT ITS LIFECYCLE

BUSINESS AGILITY THROUGH 
FLEXIBLE, OPEN, 
MODULAR SOLUTIONS.  
IFS SOLUTIONS CAN ADAPT AND  
GROW AS REQUIRED

DELIVERING

FUTURE-PROOF

BEST PRACTICE
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COPYRIGHT © 2020 INDUSTRIAL AND FINANCIAL SYSTEMS, IFS AB. IFS AND ALL IFS PRODUCTS AND SERVICES NAMES ARE TRADEMARKS OF IFS. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. THIS DOCUMENT MAY 
CONTAIN STATEMENTS OF POSSIBLE FUTURE FUNCTIONALITY FOR IFS’S PRODUCTS AND TECHNOLOGY. SUCH STATEMENTS ARE FOR INFORMATION PURPOSES ONLY AND SHOULD NOT BE 
INTERPRETED AS ANY COMMITMENT OR REPRESENTATION. THE NAMES OF ACTUAL COMPANIES AND PRODUCTS MENTIONED HEREIN MAY BE THE TRADEMARKS OF THEIR RESPECTIVE OWNERS.

IFS develops and delivers enterprise software for customers 
around the world who manufacture and distribute goods,  
build and maintain assets, and manage service-focused 
operations. The industry expertise of our people and 
solutions, together with a commitment to delivering value  
to every one of our customers, has made IFS a recognized 
leader and the most recommended supplier in our sector.  
Our team of 4,000 employees and growing ecosystem of 
partners support more than 10,000 customers around the 
world to challenge the status quo and realize their 
competitive advantage. 

Learn more about how our enterprise software solutions 
can help your business today at ifs.com

#forthechallengers

AMERICAS 
+1 888 437 4968

ASIA PACIFIC 
+65 63 33 33 00 

EUROPE EAST 
+48 22 577 45 00

EUROPE CENTRAL 
+49 9131 77 340

UK & IRELAND 
+44 1784 278222

FRANCE, BENELUX AND IBERICA 
+33 3 89 50 72 72

MIDDLE EAST AND AFRICA 
+971 4390 0888

NORDICS 
+46 13 460 4000

ABOUT IFS

WHERE WE ARE

http://ifs.com
http://www.forthechallengers.com

